Abstract. Let B denote the Burnside group, B(pa, d) and let G = B/Bk where p is a prime and 1 < k < p. We show that the Schur multiplier, M(G), is a direct power of i?(k, d) cyclic groups, each having order p", where
1. Notation and a preliminary result. For any group G, M(G) will be the Schur multiplier of G. The minimal number of generators for G will be denoted d(G). When G is abelian we will sometimes refer to d(G) as the rank of G and write rk(G). Z(G) will be the center of G and G' will be the commutator subgroup of G. Gk will be the kin term of the lower central series G, = G,G2=G' = (G, G), G3 = (G2, G), . . . . Throughout this paper d will be a fixed positive integer, p will be a fixed prime and q will btpa for some fixed positive integer a. F will be a free group on a set [xx, x2, . . . , xd) of d generators, and ty(k, d), the rank of Fk/Fk+X, will be abbreviated ^(k). B(q, d) will be the Burnside group with exponent q on d generators.
I thank N. Blackburn for showing me a proof of the following generalization of a theorem of R. C. Lyndon [7] . Theorem 1.1. Let B = B(q,d). Then Bk/Bk+X is a direct sum of ^(k) cyclic groups of order q,for k < p.
Proof. We claim that Fk n FqFk+x = FkqFk+x for k < p, hence Bk/Bk + X » FqFk/FqFk+x » Fk/Fk n FqFk+x a Fk/FqkFk+x.
To prove the claim we show by induction on /, for 1 < j < k, that Observe that for any h¡, hf E M, and thus is central. Hence given c = (A,,, . . . , hh), we have (cHJ+x)9 = (A,v . . ., A*)//,.+ 1 = HJ+X. It follows that Hj/HJ+x has exponent dividing ¿7. We wish to show that Hk_p+X has exponent dividing q. We show by induction on X, for 0 < X < p, that Hk_x has exponent dividing q. Given X < p, write r = k -X, so that r + p > k. Then for any commutator c = (h¡, . . . ,h¡) E Hr we use, e.g., Lemma H2 of [9] to write 1 = (hh, ...,h9) = Ccf ■ ■ ■ c?
where the c, are all commutators with r < wtc¡ < k. Since p + r > k, q divides each e¡. By induction the c, have exponent dividing q, so c has exponent dividing q as well. For an arbitrary element x of Hk_K, we may write x as a product of commutators of weight at least k -X and apply Theorem 12.3.1 of [2] together with the above result for commutators to show that x has exponent dividing q. Thus to prove the theorem it suffices to show that M C Hk_p + X. Since / > k -p + 1 and p > k -p + 1 we are done if we show either that M E H, or that M E Hp. We find the remainder of the argument easier to follow if we separate the cases I < p and I > p.
Case (i) I < p. We show in this case that M E H¡. For each/, choose a basis {cxQjJrX, ..., cr{j)Qj+x} for Qj/Qj+X, taking [zxQ2, z2Q2, . .. , zdQ2) as the choice for Q/Q2. Fix a weight preserving order of all of the c and relabel according to this order, so that (up to the choice of bases and the choice of the order) each element w of Q has a unique expression w = Wcf< where c, e Qj, ctQj+x has order ß in Qj/Qj+X and 0 < ä, < ß. By Corollary 2.3, /17(G) has exponent dividing q, so it will suffice to show that rk M(G) < ^(k). To this end we exhibit a presentation for G.
Let {cxFk + x, . . . , cnk)Fk + x] be a basis for Fk/Fk+X. Then we claim that G has a presentation
Let G be the group having this presentation. The obvious function G -» G preserves relations, and hence is a group epimorphism. G is nilpotent of class k -1 and rk G¡/GJ+X < ^(f) = rk Gj/GJ+x. We argue as in Theorem 2.1 that each Gj/GJ+x has exponent dividing q. It follows that |Gy/Gy+i| < |G,/G,+l|sothat|G| < \G\.
Having this presentation for G, it follows, as in [3, V, Satz 25.2] , that rk M(G) < ^(k). Since G is nilpotent of class k -\, the relators in Fk+X contribute nothing to the number of generators of M(G).
It would be of interest to know if Fk+X can be omitted from the set of relators in the above presentation. If so, the resulting presentation has deficiency -rk M(G). Using results of Lyndon [7] , one can easily show that
The difficulty in improving the result here is that we do not have a convenient representation group to exhibit. 4. The multipliers of groups of exponent 3. Throughout this section we let B = B (3, d). B has been described by Levi and van der Waerden [6] . For details see, for example, [2] . Our present proofs of results in this section are tedious, but straightforward, and we condense or omit them. 
